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Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “How Close 

Is Russia to a Financial Crisis?  In a Bloomberg op-

ed, former Pimco CEO Mohamed El-Erian observes: 

While Russia’s central bank appears to be losing con-

trol of its currency market, the global financial media 
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is warning about a possible financial crisis erupting there.  Some 
experts have even drawn parallels to August 1998, when a Rus-
sian default caused global economic and financial disruptions.  
Against this background, outlined below are seven facts con-
cerning what’s transpiring in Russia now.   

1.  Buffeted by Western sanctions and lower oil prices, Russia 
has suffered a significant decline in net foreign earnings.  Capital 
is fleeing the country, with corporations and households looking 
to switch out of rubles in favour of U.S. dollars and other ‘hard’ 
currencies.  The result has been a sharp decline in both interna-
tional reserves and the value of the ruble, contributing to a rising 
threat of domestic financial turmoil.  
2.  Simultaneously, it is only a matter of time before the coun-
try’s economy must confront an even stronger stagflationary 
headwind.  The ruble’s sharp devaluation will surely fuel infla-
tion, while the decline in foreign income will curtail domestic eco-
nomic activity.  
3.  The Russian central bank’s retreat from supporting the ruble 
highlights the dilemma the country is experiencing.  The authori-
ties’ initial response was to use ample international reserves to 
counter the impact of sanctions imposed by the West following 
Russia’s actions in Ukraine.  Their secondary plan was to inter-
vene in the foreign exchange and repo markets, both of which 
readily exchange securities for cash and by raising administered 
interest rates.  These actions moderated what would have been 
more disorderly pressures on the ruble and an even faster loss 
of market confidence.  However, the subsequent collapse in oil 

prices and acceleration in capital flight overwhelmed this strat-
egy, forcing the central bank to retreat from its policy last week 
and fully float the currency.  
4.  Since the country’s foreign exchange situation could spin 
further out of control, something will have to change within the 
next few weeks.  The Russian authorities could respond strongly 
with a range of fiscal and monetary measures, including another 
round of higher administered interest rates and spending reduc-
tions.  Both approaches would risk depressing economic activity 
even more over the short run.  The most likely outcome is some-
where in between – some administered interest rate increases 
and the use of controls – in order to buy time by limiting U.S. 
dollar usage and channeling more foreign exchange to the gov-
ernment.  
5.  While Russia’s creditworthiness is under significant pres-
sure, with international reserves still above $400 billion (U.S.), 
the country’s debt servicing capacity isn’t exhausted, provided 
the authorities can better manage the movement from rubles 
into U.S. dollars.  Even then, it is probably only a matter of time 
until Russia loses its investment grade sovereign credit rating, 
thereby raising its borrowing costs and further narrowing its 
creditor base.  The situation will be acute for companies and 
banks whose balance sheet positioning requires them to pay 
more rubles to obtain the U.S. dollars needed to meet their for-
eign obligations.  
6.  The negative spillover effects of Russia’s financial turmoil are 
a lot less than they were in 1998.  While some Western banks 
and investors retain notable ruble exposures, many responded 
to Western sanctions over the last few months by reducing their 
ruble-denominated holdings and by preparing for further foreign 



exchange turmoil.
7.  Meanwhile, national politics and global geopolitics remain the 
biggest jokers in the deck.  Russia’s President Vladimir Putin, 
whose popularity surged when he acted in Ukraine earlier this 
year, faces a decision from two choices; but it is far from clear 
which one he is likely to pursue.  Mr. Putin can either moderate 
Russia’s involvement in Ukraine as a means of relaxing Western 
sanctions; or he can press even harder in Ukraine in order to 
distract attention away from the domestic economy; while risking 
another round of sanctions and countersanctions which would 
aggravate the economic and financial turmoil in Russia and po-
tentially tip Europe into recession …   
Aggravated by lower oil prices the recent financial turmoil in 
Russia reflects the geopolitical tensions and the Kremlin’s deci-
sion to favour regional adventures over internal economic and 
financial stability.  The sovereign analysis that the vast majority 
of investors use isn’t often comprehensive enough to easily and 
effectively capture this reality.”  

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “A 65% Chance of a 
Global Recession in 2015: Jerome Levy Forecasting Center Pre-
diction.  In 1929, a businessman and economist named Jerome 
Levy didn’t like what he saw in his analyses of corporate prof-
its.  Accordingly, he sold all the holdings in his equity investment 
portfolio before the October stock market crash.  The Jerome 
Levy Forecasting Center, based in Mount Kisco, New York and 
managed by Jerome’s grandson David, is today more worried 
than its peers.  The firm’s six analysts attach a 65% probability 
of a worldwide recession forcing a contraction in the U.S. by the 
end of 2015.  In the October edition of his monthly forecasting 
report, Chairman David Levy warned: ‘Clearly the direction of 
most of the recent global economic news suggests movement 
toward a 2015 downturn.’  Why the gloom?  Mr. Levy argues 
that the U.S. and many advanced economies still have balance 
sheet excesses exposing them to a renewed financial crisis.  
There is little room for policymakers to reverse any economic 
slump, plus low inflation risks dipping into deflation in many parts 
of the world.      

•

While the U.S. economy is performing relatively well, Mr. Levy is 
worried that about 13% of the nation’s gross domestic product 
(GDP) represents exports; their largest percentage share ever.  
Moreover, American companies are also obtaining an histori-
cally large proportion of earnings from abroad and households 
are vulnerable to any bear market because their ratio of stocks 
to disposable income is higher than at any time since the begin-
ning of this century.  Furthermore, according to Mr. Levy: ‘With-
out the world economy first strengthening substantially, we think 
it highly unlikely that global financial stability will hold together 
long enough for the U.S. Federal Reserve to signal and execute 
an administered rate increase.  Rather, we believe the central 
bank will keep the Federal Funds rate near zero until the next 
decade.”  See also, The Week That Was, Friday, October 31st. 

Jerome Levy Forecasting Center Chairman, David Levy.  
Photo source: Bloomberg  

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH
Remembrance Day in Canada /Veterans’ Day in the U.S.  

Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “Europe’s Contribution 
to Global Profits Has Fallen off a Cliff.  Gross domestic product 
(GDP) growth has been anemic in Europe of late, with some 
euro zone economies experiencing a degree of contraction.  
Last week, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment (OECD) published its latest GDP growth projections 
for the global economy which revealed GDP growth in the euro 
zone lagging other major economies.  In a recent note to clients, 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch strategist Michael Hartnett high-
lighted an even more troubling chart for Europe, which illustrates 
the declining percentage of global earnings coming from Europe 
(see chart below).  Mr. Hartnett noted: ‘It’s now 25 years since 
the fall of the Berlin Wall and Europe is arguably one economic 
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recession away from severe political and social stress.’   

Front Page Headline, New York Times – “Detroit Emerges from 
Bankruptcy, but Pension Risk Remains Intact.  

Detroit retirees lobby outside courtroom.   Photo source: Reuters

When Judge Steven Rhodes approved Detroit’s bankruptcy 
exit plan last Friday, he noted that the agreement which the city 
made with its retirees bordered on ‘the miraculous.’  Under the 
so-called grand bargain, the State of Michigan, the Detroit In-
stitute of Arts, foundations and even Detroit’s water and sewer 
system have pledged hundreds of millions of dollars to bolster 
the city’s pension system and provide the art collection with new, 
bankruptcy-proof ownership.  In return, retired city workers ac-
cepted reductions to their monthly pension cheques, as well as 
other cutbacks.  If all goes as planned, the grand bargain will 
keep the retirees’ reduced pension cheques coming for the rest 
of their lives.  However, the pension system that the settlement 
leaves intact retains some of the same problems which plunged 
the city into crisis in the first place, i.e. fundamental problems 
which could also derail other local governments in the coming 
years.     

•

Like many other public systems, it relies upon a funding formula 
which lags behind the true cost of the pensions, plus it is predi-
cated on a forecasted  investment return which Judge Rhodes 
himself sharply questioned during the trial on Detroit’s bankrupt-
cy plan.  Moreover, if Detroit ever finds itself confronted with an-
other fiscal crisis in the near future, it can no longer tap the mu-
seum’s art collection, which many saw as its top asset.  These 
risks might not matter if Detroit’s pension obligations comprised 
just a marginal part of the city’s finances; but they do not.  Even 
after the benefit reductions,  the city’s 32,000 current and future 
retirees are entitled to pensions worth more than $500 million 
(U.S.) a year, i.e. more than twice the city’s annual municipal 
income tax receipts in recent years.  Contributions to the system 
will not be nearly enough to cover these payouts, so success de-
pends upon strong, consistent investment returns, averaging at 
least 6.75% per annum for the next ten years.  Any shortfall must 
ultimately be covered by taxpayers.  In handing down his ruling, 
Judge Rhodes stated: ‘My greatest concern for Detroit arises 
from the risks which the city retains relating to pension funding.’  
Moreover, in a report requested by Judge Rhodes from Martha 
Kopacz – an independent fiscal expert – she warned: ‘Detroit 
must continually be mindful that a root cause of the financial 
troubles it presently experiences is the failure to properly ad-
dress future pension obligations.”  See also, Economic Winter, 
The Pension Debacle – October 17, 2014.  

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12TH

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “Several Large Banks 
Fined $4.3 Billion (U.S.) in FX Rigging Settlement.  According 
to regulatory statements issued by the Swiss Financial Mar-
ket Supervisory Authority, Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 
several large banks have been levied penalties totaling about 
$4.3 billion (U.S.); resultant from a global probe launched last 
year into the rigging of key foreign exchange benchmarks.  The 
banks are: Switzerland’s UBS AG for $800 million (U.S.); Citi-
group Inc. $668 million (U.S.); JP Morgan Chase and Co. $662 
million (U.S.); Royal Bank of Scotland $634 million (U.S.) and 
HSBC Holdings $618 million (U.S.).  In addition, according to a 
statement issued by the Office of Comptroller of the Currency 
(OCC), it has fined Bank of America $250 million (U.S.), while 
JP Morgan Chase and Co. and Citigroup Inc. will each pay $350 
million (U.S.).   The U.S. Department of Justice and Britain’s 
Serious Fraud Office are also leading criminal probes into the 
$5.3 trillion (U.S.)-a-day currency market.  In a London interview 
today, FCA Chief Executive Officer Martin Wheatley remarked: 
‘The FX traders put their own interest ahead of their customers 
by manipulating the market – or by attempting to manipulate the 
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market – thereby, abusing the public’s trust.’  The FCA will press 
bank management to review their bonus plans, as well as claw 
back payments already made.  

Front Page Headline, Globe and Mail – “Canada’s Finance Min-
ister Tables Fiscal Update.  In an address at a Canadian Club 
luncheon in Toronto, Canadian Finance Minister Joe Oliver pre-
sented a fiscal 2015 budget update which despite the recent 
decline in the price of crude oil, forecast a growing trend toward 
surpluses in his economic outlook. The revised forecasts reveal 
a projection of annual budget surpluses of $1.9 billion (CAD) be-
ginning in fiscal 2016, increasing to $13.1 billion (CAD) in fiscal 
2020.  See chart below.

Finance Minister Joe Oliver in a recent Ottawa photo.            
Source: Canadian Press

Eurostat, the European Union (EU) statistics agency, reports 
factory output across the euro zone increased by only 0.6% in 
September.  Obviously, this small increase failed to reverse a 
1.4% decline in August, suggesting the possibility that factory 
output in the 3rd. quarter as a whole will prove lower than in the 
2nd. quarter, when it grew modestly. 

•
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Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “A Revisited Profile 
for Jean-Claude Juncker.  In an op-ed, journalist Bruno Water-
field writes: If any individual represents the ‘old Europe’ and the 
wheeling and dealing which led to the flawed euro and the EU 
constitution, it is Jean-Claude Juncker, who is one of the last be-
lievers in a federal Europe.  Mr. Juncker, 59, was the Prime Min-
ister (PM) of Luxembourg and the EU’s longest serving leader 
until he was forced to resign last December amid a bizarre scan-
dal involving illegal phone tapping by the Grand Duchy’s secret 
service.  Luxembourg’s fiscal policy and tax agreements with 
hundreds of multinational firms transformed his country from an 
economy based upon industry to one based upon finance. 

Former Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker.                        
Photo source: EPA

Ironically, Mr. Juncker got his job as Luxembourg’s leader af-
ter Britain vetoed Jean-Luc Dehaene, the Belgian Prime Minis-
ter, for the position of European Commission (EC) President in 
1994.  Jacques Santer then vacated the Luxembourg PM post, 
leaving his keenly ambitious employment minister to take the 
helm of the tiny country, managing it as a fiefdom until Decem-
ber 2013.  Mr. Santer’s EC Presidency, which engineered the 
construction of the euro, collapsed in ignominy amid scandals 
over endemic corruption in March 1999.  Until last December, 
Jean-Claude Juncker chaired the powerful meetings of Euro-
pean Monetary Union (EMU) finance ministers, firefighting the 
crisis in the EU’s single currency.  Of the euro’s introduction, Mr. 
Juncker recalled: ‘We decided on something, left it lying around 
and waited to see what happened.  If no one kicked up a fuss, 
because most people didn’t understand what been decided, we 
continued step by step until there was no turning back.’   

At the height of the euro zone crisis, Mr. Juncker was described 
as the ‘master of lies’ for organizing a meeting of finance min-
isters to talk about whether Greece could remain in the single 
currency and then tried to deny it was taking place.  Germany’s 
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Suddeutsche Zeitung accused Mr. Juncker of ‘taking the lead on 
the deception’ and warned he managed to ‘fritter away the last 
remaining trust the European people still have.’  Mr. Juncker has 
never hidden his view that the compromises and deals being 
worked out in the EU meetings, or leaders, or ministers need to 
be protected from public scrutiny, by lies if necessary.  He has 
been quoted as saying: ‘When it becomes serious, you have to 
lie.’  In May 2011, Mr. Juncker told a meeting of the federalist Eu-
ropean Movement that he ‘often had to lie and European mon-
etary policy should be discussed in secret, dark debates.’  Mr. 
Juncker also sparked controversy by suggesting that the euro 
zone economic policy was incompatible with democracy.  For 
example, he cynically quipped last year: ‘We all know what to 
do; we just don’t know how to get re-elected after we’ve done it.’  

Mr. Juncker was also closely linked to the EU constitution, be-
fore the French referendum on it in 2005, he correctly predicted, 
that Europe would ignore any popular rejections.  At the time, he 
stated: ‘If it’s a Yes vote, we will say, On We Go, and if it’s a No 
vote, we will say, We Must Continue.’  Following the No votes in 
France and the Netherlands, Mr. Juncker claimed that in reality 
voters had actually supported deeper European integration, trig-
gering accusations that the European elite was in denial over 
public hostility to the EU.  He mused: ‘If we were to total all the 
votes of the people who wanted more Europe as a Yes vote, 
then I think we would have had a Yes vote.’  Mr. Juncker went on 
to play a leading role in the resurrection of the EU constitution in 
the form of the Lisbon Treaty and advised Gordon Brown, then 
Britain’s Prime Minister, to mislead the British people over trans-
fers of sovereignty.  Responding to British calls for a referendum 
on the Lisbon Treaty, Mr. Juncker said of Mr. Brown: ‘Of course 
there will be transfers of sovereignty.  However, would I be intel-
ligent to draw the attention of public opinion to this fact?’      

Raised in a working-class family in Luxembourg’s rust belt in-
dustrial south, Mr. Juncker joined the center-right Christian So-
cial Party in 1974, the year he finished school.  He obtained 
his first ministerial job in 1982 and describes himself as having 
a ‘red streak’ which makes him acceptable to many European 
socialists.  He was married in 1979 to Christiane Frising.  As a 
smoker, Mr. Juncker has suffered since EU meeting rooms have 
become smoke free, following the introduction of smoking bans; 
but at the height of the euro zone crisis he could sometimes 
be spotted outside buildings, partaking of a quick cigarette.  At 
the beginning of this year, Mr. Juncker was forced to deny that 
he had an alcohol problem after Jeroen Dijssebloem, the Dutch 
finance minister, described him as a heavy drinker.”

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH

The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unem-
ployment benefits increased by 12,000 to 290,000 in the week 
ended November 8th. while continuing claims rose by 36,000 to 
2.39 million in the week ended November 1st.  

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “Deflation Spread-
ing Across East Asia Portends New Debt Crisis.  In an op-ed, 
International Business Editor Ambrose Evans-Pritchard writes: 
Deflation is becoming lodged in all the economic strongholds of 
East Asia.  It is happening more quickly and going deeper than 
almost anybody expected just weeks ago and is likely to find its 
way to Europe via currency warfare in short order.  Factory gate 
prices are falling in China, Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, Singapore 
and the Philippines.  Some 82% of the items in the producer 
price basket are deflating in China.  The figures are 90% in Thai-
land and 97% in Singapore.  These include machinery, telecom-
munications and electrical equipment; as well as commodities.  
Chetan Ahya at Morgan Stanley noted: ‘Deflationary forces are 
becoming entrenched across much of Asia.  This risks a rapid 
worsening of the debt dynamic’ for a string of countries that al-
lowed their debt ratios to reach record highs during the era of 
Federal Reserve largesse.  Debt levels for the region as a whole 
(ex-Japan) have climbed from 147% of gross domestic product 
(GDP) to 207% of GDP in six years.  
These countries face a Sisyphean Task.  They are trying to de-
leverage, however the slowdown in nominal GDP caused by 
falling inflation is always one step ahead of them.  Mr. Ahya ob-
served: ‘Debt to GDP has risen despite these efforts.’  If this 
sounds familiar, it should be.  It is exactly what is happening to 
Italy, France, the Netherlands and much of the euro zone.  Data 
from Nomura indicate that the composite PPI index for the whole 
of emerging Asia, including India, turned negative in September.  
This was before the Bank of Japan sent a further deflationary 
impulse through the region by driving down the yen and prior to 
the latest downward lurch in Brent crude prices.  

•
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The Japanese know what it is like to be on the receiving end.  
A recent study by Naohisa Hirakata and Yuto Iwasaki from the 
Bank of Japan suggests that China’s weak yuan policy – a polite 
way of saying currency manipulation to gain export share – was 
the chief cause of Japan’s deflation crisis over its lost Two De-
cades.  

The tables are now turned.  China itself is now one shock away 
from a deflation trap.  Chinese PPI has been negative for 32 
months as the economy grapples with overcapacity in every-
thing from steel, cement, glass, chemicals and shipbuilding to 
solar panels.  It fell to minus 2.2% in October.  The sheer scale 
of over-investment is epic.  China funneled $5 trillion (U.S.) into 
new plant and fixed capital last year – as much as Europe and 
the U.S. combined – even after the Communist Party vowed to 
clear away excess capacity in its Third Plenums reforms.  Old 
habits die hard.  Consumer prices are beginning to track factory 
prices with a long delay.  Headline inflation declined to 1.6% in 
October.  This is so far below the 3.5% target of the Peoples’ 
Bank of China that it looks increasingly like a policy mistake.  
Core inflation is down to 1.4%.  China has flirted with deflation 
before: during its banking crisis in the late 1990s and during the 
West’s dotcom recession from 2001 to 2002.  Both episodes 
proved manageable. 
 
This time the level of debt is greater by orders of magnitude, 
with a large chunk in trusts, wealth products and other parts of 
the shadow banking nexus, plus a further $1.2 trillion (U.S.) in 
‘carry trade’ loans from Hong Kong.  Standard Chartered thinks 
total debt has reached 250% of GDP.  This is roughly $26 trillion 
(U.S.), the same size as the American and Japanese commer-
cial banking systems put together, therefore a headache to us 
all.   

•

Larry Brainard at Trusted Sources notes: ‘China is sliding to-
wards a European debt-compound trap.  It’s arithmetic, since 
deflation will kill you if you’re leveraged.  It is just a question of 
how quickly.  We don’t know how big the problem is because 
China is playing a game of three-card Monte and moving the 
debt to different buckets.  The bottom line is that PPI deflation 
increases the cost of leverage across the board.  The risk is that 
it sets off a self-reinforcing cycle of debt defaults and rising non-
performing loans that runs out of the control of the authorities.  
China will have to reduce administered interest rates.’  Asia is 
not yet in a full-blown currency war, but no country can stand idly 
by as neighbours dump toxic deflationary waste on their front 
lawn.  Korea has threatened to force down the won, pari passu 
with the yen.  The central bank of Taiwan has been intervening.  
These skirmishes are occurring in a region of festering griev-
ances and territorial disputes, with no Nato-style security struc-
ture – or for that matter EU-style soft governance – to extinguish 
fires.  The spokes of the diplomatic wheel connect by a perverse 
geography to Washington.              

The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit this week 
feigned concord, but in reality was more like the Great Power 
dances of the late 1930s.  China’s Ji Jinping shook nationalist 
hands with Japan’s Shinzo Abe, even as both sides rearm and 
their warships threaten each other daily in Senkaku waters.  In 
such a world – mercantilist by temperament in any case – at-
tempts to export deflation to neighbours assume a sharper edge.  
To date, China has held its nerve under Premier Li Keqiang, 
a man determined to wean his country off credit and an abso-
lute development model before it lurches into the middle income 
trap.  China has not resorted to another blitz of stimulus – be-
yond short-term liquidity shots – even though house prices have 
been falling for five months and economic growth has fizzled.  
Fathom’s momentum tracker suggests that underlying GDP 
growth in China has declined to 5%.  
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China’s benchmark one-year lending rate is still 6%.  The re-
serve requirement ratio for banks is still 20%.  Monetary policy 
continues to tighten.  Nor has China intervened to hold down the 
yuan.  Purchases of foreign bonds have fallen to zero from $35 
billion (U.S.) a month at the beginning of the year.  The yuan 
has appreciated by 22% against the yen since June and by 50% 
since mid-2012.  It is up by 12% against the euro since early 
summer.  In effect, China is strapped to the rocketing U.S. dollar 
through its quasi-peg, increasingly a torture machine.  George 
Magnus at UBS notes: ‘This cannot continue.  What is occur-
ring in the property market is the tip of the iceberg for the whole 
economy.  China will have to resort to monetary reflation over 
the winter and I think this will include a lower yuan.  We are 
heading into a currency war.” 

This looks all too like a replay of the East Asia storm of 1998, 
when a tumbling yen triggered a Chinese banking bust and 
pushed Beijing to the brink of devaluation.  Washington defused 
the crisis by stabilizing the yen and by promising China mem-
bership in the World Trade Organization (WTO).  It will be more 
difficult to repeat that trick in these deflationary times.  The clear 
danger is that China will feel compelled to defend itself, throwing 
its huge weight into a beggar-thy-neighbour battle across East 
Asia.  Should that occur, the mother of all deflationary shocks 
will roll over Europe before the EU authorities have even got out 
of bed.”   

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH

The Thomson, Reuters / University of Michigan group reports its 
U.S. consumer confidence index rose to a preliminary reading 
of 89.4 in November from a final level of 86.9 in October, cit-
ing eleven of thirteen major categories registered gains over a 
broad base.

Statistics Canada reports the nation’s factory sales rose by 2.1% 
in September to $53 billion (CAD), following a revised decline of 
3.5% in August; citing a 9.5% increase in transportation equip-
ment sales to $9.9 billion (CAD), led by a 22% sales increase in 
the aerospace sub-category.

Front Page Headline, Financial Post – “U.S. President Obama 
Labelling Keystone XL an Export Pipeline Reeks of Lame Duck 
Posturing.  Just before the U.S. House of Representatives voted 
in favour today of approving the Keystone XL pipeline (its ninth 
bill in support of the Canadian project), U.S. President Obama 
dreamed up another excuse to reject it: Canada wants to ram a 
pipeline through American soil so it can export its oil at higher 
prices.  To quote President Obama: ‘Understand what this proj-
ect is: It is providing the ability for Canada to pump its oil, send 
it through our land down to the Gulf (Coast) where it will be sold 
everywhere else.  It doesn’t have an impact on U.S. gas prices.’  
As anti-KXL excuses go, this latest one is weak, but the strategy 
is familiar.   
When facing a KXL decision point, President Obama has re-
peatedly chosen avoidance, parroting various environmental 
talking points as his justification for further study, while ignoring 
the ample evidence before him from his own State Department – 
such as the project’s Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement – or from proponent Trans Canada Corp., or from Ca-
nadian governments.  KXL is not an export pipeline.  The project 
under review by the U.S. State Department involves shipping 
oil – from Alberta’s oil sands and from the North Dakota Bakken 
tight oil field – to refineries on the U.S. Gulf Coast.  That’s also 
what the energy market supports.  Trans Canada Corp. issued a 
statement today citing the obvious: “It makes no business sense 
for our customers to transport crude oil down to the U.S. Gulf 
Coast, pay to export it abroad, then pay to transport millions 
of barrels of higher priced crude oil back to the U.S. refineries 
in order to create the products upon which we rely.’  Quod erat 
demonstratum!

The Commerce Department reports U.S. retail sales rose by 
0.3% in October, citing consumers took advantage of lower 
gasoline prices and increased spending on discretionary items, 
such as sporting goods.

•
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Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp. (CMHC) reports the na-
tion’s housing starts declined to a seasonally adjusted annual 
pace of 183,604 units in October, following a rate of 197,355 in 
September, citing a slower construction pace for multiple-unit 
homes, including condominiums.  However, the rate of single-
detached urban housing starts increased to 66,010 in October, 
up from 62,514 in September. 

Condominium row at Toronto’s lakeshore. Source: National Post

• Front Page Headline, GoldMoney – “Bank Leverage in the Euro 
Zone.  Researcher Alasdair Macleod writes:  According to the 
European Central Bank’s (ECB) October Bank Lending Survey, 
European banks eased their credit standards in the 3rd. quarter, 
while their risk perceptions increased.  This apparent contradic-
tion suggests that the 137 banks surveyed were at the margin 
competing for lower quality business, hardly the sign of a healthy 
lending market.  Furthermore, the detail indicated that enterpris-
es were sharply reducing borrowing for fixed investment and re-
quired more working capital instead, in order to finance invento-
ries and perhaps to cover trading losses.  This survey compiled 
bank lending statistics since the banking crisis erupted in late 
2008 to mid-year in 2014.  (See the chart on the next page.)

It is likely that some of the contraction in bank lending has been 
replaced with bond financings by the larger, credit-worthy corpo-
rations and euro zone banks have also preferred buying sover-
eign issues.  Meanwhile, the euro zone economy obviously fas-
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CLOSING LEVELS FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH.          WEEKLY CHANGE  

Dow Jones Industrial Average                  17,634.74                  + 60.81 points

Spot Gold Bullion                                      $1,185.60 (U.S.)       + $15.80 per troy oz.

Spot Silver                                                $16.28 (U.S.)            + $0.47 per troy oz.

S&P / TSX Composite                              14,843.10                  + 152.27 points

10 – Year U.S. Treasury Yield                   2.32%                       + 2 basis points

Canadian Dollar                                       88.68 cents (U.S.)     + 0.44 cent

U.S. Dollar Index Future                          87.542                       + 0.205 cent

WTI Crude Oil Futures                            $75.82 (U.S.)            – $2.83 per barrel 

DJIA / Gold Ratio                                    14.874                      – 0.149 point 

Gold / Silver Ratio                                   72.826                      – 1.164 points 

Source: ECB

ces a deepening crisis.  There are some global, systematically 
important banks (G-SIBs) based in the euro zone and this week 
the Financial Stability Board (FSB) published a consultation 
document on G-SIB’s capital ratios in connection with the bail-in 
procedures to be considered at the G20 meeting this weekend.   

The timing is not helpful for the ECB because the FSB’s prin-
cipal recommendation is that G-SIB’s Tier One and Tier Two 
capital should, as a minimum, be double the Basel III level.  This 
gives operational leverage of between 5 and 6.25 times risk-
weighted assets, compared with up to 12.5 times under Basel 
III.  The FSB expects the required capital increase to be satisfied 
mostly by the issuance of qualifying debt instruments, so the G-
Sibs will not have to tap equity markets.  However, since euro 
zone G-SIBs are faced with issuing bonds at higher yield levels 

than those of sovereign credits, they will be tempted to scale 
back their balance sheets instead.  Meanwhile, bank deposi-
tors should note they are no longer at the head of the creditor’s 
queue if their bank goes bust, which could affect the non-G-SIB 
banks with higher capital ratios.  

If G-SIBS can be deleveraged without triggering a bank lend-
ing crisis, the financial world should eventually be a safer place.  
That’s the intention.  Unfortunately, a bail-in of a large bank is 
unlikely to work in practice because if an important bank does 
go to the wall, without the limitless backing of a government bail-
out, money markets will almost certainly fail to function in its 
wake and the crisis could rapidly become systemic.  Meanwhile, 
it might appear that the ECB is a powerless bystander, watching 
a train wreck in the making.  Businesses in the euro zone appear 
to only want to borrow to survive, as we can determine from the 
October Bank Lending Survey.  Key banks are now being told to 
halve their balance sheet leverage, encouraging a further reduc-
tion in bank credit.  Normally, a central bank would respond by 
increasing the quantity of narrow money, which the ECB is at-
tempting to do despite the legal hurdles of its founding constitu-
tion.  However, it is becoming apparent that the ECB’s intention 
to increase its balance sheet by up to one trillion euros may not 
be nearly enough; given that the FSB’s proposals resemble giv-
ing an added spin to contraction of bank credit in the Euro Zone.”  
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”Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” Santayana
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